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Summary  
The purpose of Information Extraction (IE) is to analyze and 
process large amounts of data, to discover useful knowledge and 
to provide the answer to the question for the user. It is a kind of 
effective way to realize information standardization. In the recent 
ten years, IE has developed to be one kind of technology that is 
parallel to Information Retrieval (IR). After discussing the 
research status of Chinese IE, the paper presents Chinese IE 
system architecture, and point out the opportunities and 
challenges of Chinese IE: semantic annotation. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 The status of IE 
 

IE is to extract appointed information from non-
restricted text according to user’s need, and then fills it 
into corresponding slot of template in accordance with the 
defined template formats. For example, we can extract the 
information from economic news about new products 
released by company, such as: company name, product 
name, release data, product performance etc. We can also 
extract information about terrorist activities from news, 
such as: data, perpetrators’ names, victims’ names, the 
number of victims etc. 

The research of information extraction was started in 
the 1960’s[1], and it really flourished since MUC (Message 

Understanding Conference) was held. The conference has 
been held for seven times from 1987 to 1998. It not only 
tested the information extraction system, but also gave 
definite define of extraction template and the slot filling 
rules, evaluation criteria, system assessment mission and 
other norms[2]. MUC has become one part of TIPSTER 
[3]since MUC-4, which is held in June 1992. TIPSTER was 
organized by the US Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency, and its goal is to improve text-processing 
technology, especially Document Detection, IE, and 
Summarization. 

Generally speaking, the object of information extraction 
system is natural language text and unstructured text in 
particular. While broadly speaking, the system can not 
only deal with electronic text, but speech, image, video 
and other media types as well. 

At present, the IE Technology in English and Japanese 
had made much progress (English especially), and has 
been put into practice in many fields. Many companies 
with the main produce is information extraction software 
have emerged. Some of the most famous information 
extraction system is listed in Table 1 as below. 

Now, except for the intense semantic demand, the main 
power that promotes the development of information 
extraction is the evaluation conference of Automatic 
Content Extraction (ACE), which is organized by 
American National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) [6]. The conference has been held for three times: 

 
Table 1 Some famous information extraction system 

 
Name Basic function 

InfoXtract[4] NE、TE、TR expansion, unrelated to the domain, customizable, mobile, support open field QA system

FASTUS[5] Base on NLP， cascaded finite-state automata(Mainly use of template matching) 

PALKA[6] Base on rules, semi-automatic acquisition of knowledge 

SIFT[7] NE, integrated TE/TR extraction system, complete use of statistical methods, train sentence-level model

 
May 2000, February 2002 and September 2002. The 
purpose of the conference is to develop automatic content 

extraction technology to automatically process three 
sources of linguistic text: common text, automatic speech 
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recognition text and optical character recognition text. The 
primary content of research is how to automatically extract 
useful information from news corpus, such as: entity, 
relation, event etc. 

Be compare with MUC, ACE is not aiming at certain 
domain or certain scenario, it uses a set of evaluation 
system, which based on omissions and misstatements, and 
can valuate the system’s capability to process cross-
document. The evaluation conference will raise the 
research on information extraction technology to a new 
level. 

 
1.2 The research status of Chinese IE 
 

The research on Chinese IE starts relatively late, the 
efforts mainly focus on Chinese named entity recognition, 
but the design and realization of complete Chinese 
information extraction system is still in the exploration 
stage. National Taiwan University and Kent Ridge Digital 
Labs (Singapore) evaluated Chinese named entity 
recognition in MUC-7. Zhang YiMin et al at Intel China 
Research Center [8] demonstrated their information 
extraction system on ACL-2000, which can extract 
Chinese named entity and the relationship between them. 
The system used memory-based learning algorithm to 
acquire rules to extract named entity and their relationship. 
Che Wanxiang et al at Harbin Institute of Technology[9]  

evaluated named entity recognition in ACE 2004. With the 
training data provided by ACE, they respectively used two 
types of supervised machine learning algorithms 
which based on eigenvector (SVM and Winnow) to extract 
entity relation, these two algorithms all choose two words 
around the named entity as characteristic words, and both 
of the F value reach 73%. But they all referred to the 
existing English information extraction models and 
methods without take the character of Chinese itself into 
consideration, and didn’t completely implement the system. 
While the following two systems meet the requirements 
above: Li Lei et al at Beijing University of Posts and 
Telecommunication realized the Chinese IE System which 
based on comprehensive information [10], Zheng Jiaheng et 
al at Shanxi University [11] proposed a method that can 
generate extraction patterns automatically by clustering, 
and applied the method to Chinese agricultural text. 

 
2.Chinese IE system architecture 
 
2.1   IE system architecture 

Hobbs once proposed an generic IE system architecture, 
and hold that a typical IE system is composed of the 
following ten modules: text segmentation, pretreatment, 
filter, pre-analysis, analysis, the combination of the 
fragments, semantic interpretation, lexical disambiguation, 

coreference resolution or discourse analysis, template 
generation.  

Of course, not all of the IE systems must definitely 
comprise these modules, and the order of them can change 
also, for example, the executive order of module 6 and 
module 7 can exchange, but a complete IE system must 
achieve all the functions that described in above modules. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2  IE system architecture 
 

Figure 2 shows the architecture of New York 
University’s Proteus IE system, and it is generic. 

 
2.2 Chinese IE 
 

The research on Chinese IE starts relatively late, and 
the characteristics of Chinese language also increase its 
difficulty, the following are the main characteristics: 

(l)There are no break signs in Chinese. The Chinese 
sentence is composed of a string of characters without any 
space or other kinds of break sign, and the vocabulary has 
few morphological changes, so the basic task and special 
problem of Chinese IE is Chinese segmentation, since 
segmentation can’t be absolutely correct, which will 
impact the effect of the following processing.   

(2) There is no one-to-one relationship between the 
result of parsing and semantic analysis in Chinese, that is 
to say, the result of parsing can’t directly be use to make 
semantic analysis. 

(3) The structure is loose while its grammar is 
flexible. In Chinese, not only subject and object can be 
omitted, even predicate verb can be omitted too, so the 
comprehension of Chinese must take more consideration 
of background knowledge.  

(4) The semantic meaning is very flexible. On the one 
hand, the flexibility of grammar is caused by that of 
semantic meaning, on the other hand, the same structure 
can express different semantic meaning and the same 
semantic meaning can be expressed with different 
structure. 
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Because IE system is a kind of application-oriented 
system, any change of its application target and language 
environment will result in the change of architecture. 

Generally speaking, Chinese IE system should include the 
following four key parts, as figure 3 shows. 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 The process of Chinese IE 

 
 
 

3. The Opportunity and Challenge of IE: 
semantic annotation 

 
Now, most of the research on Chinese IE is begin 

with the conceptions of parts of speech and syntactic 
function, while the semantic meaning is rarely considered, 
thus bring about following negative influence: 

(1) The miss of semantic meaning. For example, the 
meaning of “plants” and “animals” is different, but their 
part of speech is same. 

(2) In the process of parsing, it is difficult to extract a 
word from the adjacent ones when they are in a sequence 
of words with same part of speech. 

(3) In the fields of few information expression ways, 
the sentences that describe different objects always have 
same grammatical structure, so, the difference of 
expression disappears in grammatical analysis. 

With the rapid development of language processing 
technology, the importance and urgency of semantic 
analysis is more and more prominent. Since the mid-1980's, 
many countries of the world have invested heavily in 
developing semantic dictionary for computer, such as: 
EDR concept dictionary of Japan, SenseWeb of Singapore 
and the following three of USA: Wordnet (Fellbaum, 
1998), Mindnet(Richardson, 1998) and Framenet (Fillmore, 
1998). A succession of research and development in 
Chinese semantic dictionary is carried out also, for 
example: Contemporary Chinese Semantic Dictionary in 
Information Processing (Liwei Chen,Qi Yuan, 1995) and 

The machine Tractable Dictionary of Contemporary 
Chinese Predicate Verbs in the 9th five year plan program, 
Hownet(Zhendong Dong, 1999), Chinese Concept 
Dictionary(CCD)(Jiangsheng Yu, Shiwen Yu, 2002)and 
Hierarchical Network of Concepts(HNC) theory(Zengyang 
Huang, 2005)[12] etc. Most of the methods above are based 
on the classifying of lexical meaning, with some of them 
have a few attribute descriptions, and the lexical meaning 
is not considered in certain composite frame, hence, these 
methods are working little in NLP system.  

The development of NLP technology, with the 
establishment of HNC theory especially, brings about a 
good opportunity for developing Chinese IE. To 
processing IE, the text must be understood to a certain 
degree, but it is differs from real text understanding. 
The advantage of IE is that it simplifies the process of 
NLP by only pay attention of important information while 
neglects irrelevant or minor information, so IE is a kind of 
shallow or simplified text understanding technology. 

 
4. Conclusions 

 
The purpose of information extraction is to extract 

appointed information. It breaks through the limitation that 
the work of reading, comprehending, information 
extracting must all been done by people in information 
retrieval, and can automatically retrieve, comprehend and 
extract information. IE can further refine the result of IR 
and the relationship between IE and related conceptions is 
shown in Figure 4. 

 

Segmentation（Lexical disambiguation） 

Lexical processing（The annotation of parts of speech and senses,  name recognition） 

Shallow parsing 

Domain knowledge analysis (Template generation, merging incidents, coreference resolution) 
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Database→Data Mining   Information Mining 

 
Text→NLP⎯→IE↔ IR←Text Clustering ←⎯⎯  Text 

 
 

Summarization   Text Understanding→ Machine Translation                    QA 
 

 
Fig. 4 The relationship between information extraction and related conceptions 

 

There is Knowledge Discovery(or Text Processing) in 
the framework with dotted line，and the content in the 
rectangular frame is the output of text processing. As the 
input of text processing, there are two ways that text can 
take. As we can see from the Figure，IE is the kernel of 
Text Processing, while Natural Language Processing and 
Machine Learning  is the basic of IE. Information Mining 
Technology based on IE is the research trend of 
Knowledge Discovery. 
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